Let patients book their own appointments?
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Internist Scott Yates at North Texas Medical Group in Plano figures that since he can book airline flights on the Internet, his patients should be able to use it to book appointments with him.

Between 15 and 20 percent do just that at the five-physician group's practice website. They survey available time slots, pick one, and receive instant confirmation. "Patients love it," says Yates, who has used online appointment software since 2004. "Their least favorite experience is being on the phone with us, and our program eliminates that."

Real-time scheduling gives patients peace of mind as well as convenience. Consider the feverish child who's up on and off all night. If the parent can book a visit at midnight for 10:00 a.m., what little sleep she scores will be more restful.

Of course, patients need to be cautioned that an online scheduling system isn't meant for emergencies, but rather for booking office visits for routine problems. It's typically coupled with other services that boost practice efficiency and patient satisfaction, like electronic submission of registration and medical history forms, and follow-up reminders a few days before the visit.

Appointment programs offer safeguards

Despite the benefits, doctors who let patients write themselves into the schedule are few in number, says healthcare IT consultant Mark Anderson, CEO of the AC Group in Montgomery, TX. Several major vendors of practice management and EHR software offer this technology, but customers generally don't turn it on, he says. "They're afraid patients will misuse the system."
But, doctors who've tried out the technology report little if any trouble. "Almost nobody abuses it because they would hate to be thrown back into the phone system," says internist Jeffrey Friedman, co-founder of 34-physician Murray Hill Medical Group in New York City. There, between 25 and 50 percent of appointments a day are scheduled online using a program from a company called NexSched, which Friedman helped launch.

One reason for the smooth sailing is that NexSched and similar programs like Eppointments keep doctors in control. They allow them to block out as many slots online as needed for walk-ins and patients using the phone. To prevent HIPAA violations, patients see only empty slots, not the names of people already scheduled. Slots are categorized by visit type such as new problem, nonurgent, well-woman exam, and annual physical, with each type assigned a time length. You can exclude office procedures from your menu to prevent people from booking, say, their own stress tests. These programs also let you limit how far in advance somebody can make an appointment.

Online scheduling has also made promising inroads at Tricare, the healthcare program for the Department of Defense and 9.2 million beneficiaries. Tricare introduced the service at military health facilities in 2001. While less than 1 percent of all appointments are booked online, that figure hovers around 20 percent at individual facilities that actively market the service, says John McCafferty, a flight surgeon at Vance Air Force Base in Enid, OK, who's helping implement the technology. Patients quickly master the system, he notes, and end up with the wrong appointment type no more often than if they'd phoned in.

There's a lot to like about online scheduling besides higher patient satisfaction, says McCafferty. He estimates that each do-it-yourself appointment saves Tricare $7 in staff time. The no-show rate is 2 percent, compared to 8 percent for over-the-phone appointments. Self-schedulers also are more truthful when they explain why they're coming in.

Internist Scott Yates, who uses NexSched, says online scheduling gives his staffers more time to talk on the phone with patients who require "live" assistance.
For online scheduling to be effective, it must work seamlessly with your practice management or EHR software (whichever you use for scheduling right now). That's not a challenge if the company that sold you these programs offers online scheduling along with a practice website. If your vendor doesn't, ask if its programs will integrate with programs like those from NexSched or EppointmentsPlus. You may need to hire a software expert for $5,000 or so to write an interface connecting the two programs, says consultant Anderson. NexSched's product already meshes with Centricity EHR and practice management software from GE Healthcare, while Eppointments' works with EHR software from MediNotes and Medisoft practice management software from Per-Se Technologies.

A solo doctor going with NexSched pays $99 a month, plus a $1,100 set-up fee. EppointmentsPlus quotes $55 a month, and $1,500 up front. Each company's software can be easily plugged into an existing practice website, or one created for you as part of the price.

Subscribers say they get their money's worth. Pediatrician Herbert Bravo in Dulles, VA, says he'd have to hire at least two more staffers for his after-hours practice if he didn't have Eppointments streamlining the work. Scott Yates says online appointments polish his practice's image: "We're empathetic doctors with cutting edge technology that patients don't see anywhere else."